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Background

• The translation of the revised MISSCARE Survey took place between August 2020 and May 2021 and involved approximately 420 hours of work, a research team (the three authors) and a 

translation team (two translators). The application of the TRAPD method required an iterative approach consisting of a total of 15 partially repeated steps, which were supplemented by 

literature research and by exchange with key persons with knowledge on missed nursing care and survey expertise. 

• The new revised MISSCARE Austria instrument consists of 85 items. For their majority, equivalent German terms were found, that allowed for straightforward translation. Complex translations 

were needed and consisted in cultural- (for 17 items), measurement- (for all items) and construct (for two items) –related adaptations. These were checked with instrument developers and 

underwent cognitive pretesting with nurses working in direct patient care in general units in Austrian hospitals.

Aim Method
• Questionnaire translations in German-speaking nursing science consistently rely 

on methods using first- and back-translation techniques, despite increasing 

criticism. 

• In contrast, the TRAPD method is recognized as best practice in intercultural 

social research [1]. However, experience with the application of this method in 

German-speaking nursing science is lacking.

• 1) To describe the utilization of the TRAPD 

method using the example of the translation of 

the revised MISSCARE Survey [2] from English 

into German 2) and to discuss possible 

necessary adaptations, advantages and 

limitations of this approach.

• An adapted version of the multi-step and team-

based translation method TRAPD through the 

steps: preparation, translation, review, 

adjudication, pretest and documentation, 

grounded on the GESIS guidelines for 

intercultural questionnaire translation [1]. 

Results

Conclusions
• Our study strengthens the reasoning that the TRAPD method is appropriate for 

the translation of questionnaires in German-speaking nursing science. 

• However, this example shows that further experience with this method is 

necessary for its further application in our discipline.
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Advantages, Adaptations and Limitations
• The application of the TRAPD method for questionnaire translation in a German-

speaking nursing science study supported the discussion on cultural and conceptual 
equivalence between source and target instruments, without recurring to back-
translation. 

Advantages: This was due to the creation of a joint conceptual 
understanding on missed nursing care in the research and translation 
teams, due to the recruitment of certified translators according to explicitly 
defined quality criteria, due to the involvement of language and nursing 
experts from both English and German cultures, as well as due to repeatedly 
conducting cognitive pretesting with nurses working in general units in 
Austrian hospitals.

Adaptations: Nonetheless, an iteration of ‘quality assurance’ steps was 
necessary. Specially the wording suggestion matrix, searching the literature 
on missed nursing care and instrument development, and checking complex 
items and adaptations with instrument developers and experts, supported 
target instrument development. 

Limitations: Utilizing the TRAPD Method was time intensive and required 
the involvement of multiple professionals and literature references.

Searching the literature

Focus: Online surveys / scales

Multi-step Review:
1) Review I: translation (semantic i.e. meaning equivalence)
2) Review II: adaptation (cultural and conceptual equivalence)
3) Review III: checking equivalence with the instrument developers 
(discussing cultural adaptations and complex translations)

Multi-step Adjudication: iterative adaptation of question 
formulation and response scales, as well as finalization of the 
instrument: Adjudication I, II, III, IV, and V 

a) Including exchange with key persons and survey experts; 
b) and according to the GESIS Survey Guidelines GESIS on question formulation and on 

the development of rating scales.

Applying the TRAPD method

• Preparation: 1) Written approval for using the revised MISSCARE 

survey and 2) discussion with instrument developers about how to use 
the TRAPD method in the translation and adaptation process.

• Revised MISSCARE Survey: instrument regarding implicitly rationed 

nursing activities and associated reasons, for application in general 

medical and surgical wards in US-American hospital setting [2]:

⎯ Paper version composed of 3 parts, 7 pages (1165 words), 67 closed items  

⎯ Response format: fully standardized categories (to be checked or filled in) and Likert scales 

(Section A: Always missed - Frequently missed - Occasionally missed - Rarely missed - Never 

missed; Section B: Significant reason - Moderate reason - Minor reason - NOT a reason for 

missed care).

• Translation: two blinded parallel translations (translation team) and a 
wording suggestion matrix for every item of the survey (research team), 
including comments on particularly difficult or misleading items.

• Multi-step Cognitive pretest: [3]

⎯ Phase 1: Cognitive pretest of survey response
• Method: written probing and group interviews with nurses working in hospitals and with 

researchers in nursing science based on the Theory of Survey Response (Tourangeau et al., 
2000) and on unclarities from the previous review steps

⎯ Phase 2: Cognitive pretest of the 1st online version
• Method: written probing and group discussion with doctoral students in nursing science in a 

research colloquium with focus on questionnaire layout, questions formulation and response 
format, practicability, comprehensibility and spelling

⎯ Phase 3: Cognitive pretest of the 2nd online version
• Method: written retrospective probing with nurses working in hospitals with focus on 

response format of sections A and B (i.e., could participants answer the questions using the 
new scales?) and on cognitive fatigue

• Revised MISSCARE Austria: instrument for application in general 
medical and surgical wards in Austrian hospitals:

⎯ Paper version composed of 3 parts, 6 pages (1329 words), 85 closed items

• 12 Items had a complex translation (26%), 17 Items were culturally adapted (36%), 2 
items were added regarding a new aspect of missed nursing care (4%). 

⎯ Online version composed of 20 webpages, 88 close-ended items 

• 1 item for Informed Consent and 2 items for controlling inclusion criteria for study 
participation were added;

⎯ Response format: fully standardized categories (to be checked or filled in) and endpoint 
scales with different ratings (scales were adapted for both Section A and B: Section A: 1”very 
rarely” to 6”very often” [new category: -1 “intervention was not necessary”]; Section B: 
1”not significant at all” to 6” very significant”).

• Initial psychometric testing:

⎯ Pilot Study: with 1,006 Registered Nurses and Nursing Assistants working in acute care 
across Austrian hospitals, using the online Version of the revised MISSCARE-Austria. 

⎯ Descriptive analysis: frequency and distribution were checked for all items of section A and 
B. Item difficulty and item differentiation indexes were discussed. 

⎯ EFA (using principal axis analysis and quartimax rotation, KMO=0.906, Bartlett's test 
[df=300]: p <0.001) revealed a three factor solution for Part B, with a total explained 
variance of 48.3%; factor loadings varied between 0.316 and 0.675. All individual items 
showed corrected item scale correlation >0.3. Results were similar to the results of structural 
validity regarding the original revised MISSCARE Survey [2].

⎯ Internal consistency: tested for Section A (α and ω = 0.954, i.e., α and ω >0.9) and for the 
different constructs of Section B (ω >0.8) with similar results as in other available versions of 
the (revised) MISSCARE Survey.
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